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EDITOR’S LETTER
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This issue started with a 36 hour trip to Marrakech. Planned last minute and in a haste, the journey felt 
so much longer, without much of a plan but to explore, inundated by the smell of roasted peanuts, freshly 
squeezed oranges, and fried sugar pastries. During my trip, I met a range of wonderful characters who 
showed me around and took me on the back of their scooters (thrilling without a helmet) through the 
urban wilderness of the souks, where humans, bicycles, motorbikes, cars, donkeys, carts, and street 
stalls all compete for space. Oh, I do enjoy travelling alone! For the people you meet so spontaneously, 
for being able to live by your own rules, for the solitary meals enjoyed with delightful satisfaction. 

I had just arrived when I met Kamal Laftimi, the founder of some of the city’s favourite restaurants. 
Shortly after we met to discuss this issue’s food column, he offered to show me around, taking me to a 
couple of his most loved places. This is how, a few hours later I found myself enjoying a solo dinner on the 
terrace of one of Kamal’s restaurants, slowly savouring the delicious sardine tart he had recommended 
while watching the sun go down behind the Atlas mountains, the soundtrack of prayer playing in  
the background.

After a few more rides with Kamal and a few more golden discoveries, I went to visit the Marrakshi Life 
atelier. Molly from Desmond & Dempsey had spoken to me about it with such awe, but it was only when 
I visited Randall Bachner’s studio that I realised the beauty of his work. The atelier had an incredible 
atmosphere of community, filled with looms which were like offices for the weavers: in each 2m space 
they had their radio, their snacks, their shoes tucked away. They worked lying down or sitting on little 
wooden chairs, often in pairs. I observed the intense connection of the weavers to the looms while 
delighting in their talent for this age-old craft on the verge of extinction. 

In a world where life is overtaken by the mass-produced, by law of contrast, we are eager to discover 
slower processes and to surround ourselves with long-lasting objects that have a story and meaning. 
There is something so beautiful about creating something with your hands, feeling it on your skin, 
trying and erring, caring for it, giving it patience, and seeing your work grow and slowly take form. 
It makes you want to get your hands dirty, be it while making ceramics, painting, embroidery, fixing 
something in your home, polishing your shoes or tending the garden. Whatever is done with knowledge 
and care will inevitably be of better quality, and its beauty will increase with the passing of time (page 9).

So here is an issue dedicated to the Makers out there. Makers who are curious seekers in foreign lands, 
who are risk-takers, creatives, adventurers and artisans, with stories of places, found objects and often 
unexpected plans. Makers whose work is deeply linked to a culture and a land. In addition to Randall 
and Kamal, in this issue, we have Leah, who turned an unexpected love, a pregnancy and a journey 
around the world into an opportunity to design artisanally-made baby clothing with local fabrics from 
her travels. Laila, whose Egyptian roots of conviviality translate into unique food experiences and 
designs. Grillo, whose gardening passion marries his work as a painter, and finally, James and Florence, 
who deliver f lowers to your door on bikes they design and make themselves. We praise their dedication 
to bringing something beautiful and meaningful as a lasting contribution to the world through their 
own efforts, creative minds and hands. We celebrate their contagious passion.

Giada Mariani
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DOWN AND OUT 
IN LONDON

OBJECT
The Pocket Survival Tool

Back in 1884 Karl Elsener and his mum opened a cutlery co-operative in Ibach, Switzerland. Before long, they 
were selling the first knives sold to the Swiss Army, whose troops needed a tool to open canned food and help 
disassemble rifles. Almost 100 years later, Tim Leatherman was on a driving tour around Europe in a $300 Fiat 
500, struggling to fix his car with a similar simple pocket knife and no pliers. Back home in Portland, Oregon 
Tim and his friend Steve Berliner added pliers, screwdrivers and leatherworking tools, creating the first Pocket 
Survival Tool. Today you’re more likely to be saving the day at a BBQ with a bottle opener, or fixing your kid’s 
skateboard. But, if you ever do find yourself in the wilderness - you’ll be prepared.

WORKSHOP
Turning Earth Ceramics 

In a world which revolves so heavily around the mass-
produced, it’s refreshing to take a step back, focus on 
the value of craftsmanship, and get your hands dirty. 
As well as being an enriching creative outlet, pottery 
has been proven to reduce stress, improve focus and 
encourage sociability, and the Turning Earth ceramics 
studio is the ideal setting for aspiring and advanced 
potters to hone their skills. They offer memberships 
and classes for all levels, so on a quiet Sunday afternoon 
you can head on down and make a coffee mug for your 
wife, a vase to fill that empty spot on your mantelpiece 
or even a new cereal bowl to replace that one with a 
chip in it. 

THEATRE
Shakespeare In The Squares

As the days get longer and the evenings get warmer, there are more daylight hours to discover the smaller 
pleasures that London has to offer. Throughout the summer months, Shakespeare in the Squares produces its 
own reimagination of a classic piece by the company’s eponymous playwright in the intimate setting of the West 
London garden squares. This year, they have chosen the joyful tale of love, desire and mistaken identity, As You 
Like It, set in 1970, the inaugural year of Glastonbury Festival. It’s the perfect occasion to dust off your picnic 
basket, gather the kids, and pop open a bottle of wine in the evening sunshine, all whilst enjoying a slice of 
British culture in a sliver of London that you might not otherwise have a chance to enjoy.

SPORT
Outdoor Fitness

It’s summer, so if you’re keen to get sweaty, it’s best 
to be outdoors. Avoid the ubiquitous windowless 
basement gyms and enjoy something else London is 
great at - parks. Trees and benches make for great ad 
hoc gym equipment, and there’s also plenty of fitness 
trails dotted around the city. It’s free, it’s fun, and it’s 
probably better for you anyway. Better yet, when you 
need a rest you can lay on the grass and look up at the 
trees and blue sky, rather than at the dirty ceiling.

PLACE
The Albion

This Georgian gastro-pub has been up and running 
since before London reached as far as Islington. 
With its picturesque walled garden covered in vines 
of wisteria, it is a real gem at the heart of sleepy 
Barnsbury. It boasts an enormous beer garden and an 
excellent menu and is the perfect place to gather your 
friends for some pints in the afternoon sunshine. 

1
Chez Outmane

A great spot for authentic Moroccan Khlii Eggs. Read 
more on page 33.

2
Nomad

One of Marrakech’s favourite roof-terrace restau-rants, 
owned by Kamal Laftimi. Discover more on page 33.

4
Marrakshi Life

Using traditional weaving practices, the Marrakshi 
Life atelier creates modern clothing with comfort in 
mind. Read more on page 18.

5
Riad Yima

Riad Yima is the childhood home of Marrakshi artist, 
Hassan Hajjaj, who opened the space as a gallery, tea 
room and shop in 2006. The real secret of this hidden 
gem is that on Fridays they will make you the couscous 
of a lifetime, but remember to call ahead!

6
La Pause

A Berber farm cum eco-resort, La Pause is a calming 
retreat outside Marrakech. If you are looking to 
disconnect and unwind, here you will be fully immersed 
in the sun and stars of the Moroccan outdoors.

7
 Souk Cuisine 

Souk Cuisine provides a holistic cooking experience 
from hunting down ingredients at the markets, to 
preparing traditional delicacies in the sun-drenched 
courtyard of a riad. In this convivial setting, you can 
learn the secrets of Moroccan cuisine, and enjoy the 
fruits of your labour at an end of day feast.

8
Jardin Majorelle

The Jardin Majorelle is an instant escape from the busy 
city streets. Restored by Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre 
Bergé, the vivid colour of the exotic plants and the Art 
Deco villa at its centre painted in Majorelle Blue is a 
feast for the eyes.

9
Maison de la Photographie

The Maison de la Photographie is a treasure at 
the heart of the Marrakech Medina. It’s bright 
white walls and floors of intricate mosaic are home  
to images of stolen moments of daily life and intimate 
portraits, giving insights into the Moroccan lifestyle 
which has remained unchanged for centuries. 

10
El Fenn

The Riad El Fenn is an oasis of tree-filled courtyards, 
individually decorated rooms of pomegranate red 
and turquoise green, and art collected by its founder, 
Vanessa Branson. Built from the ruins of an ancient 
palace, El Fenn combines an easy going atmosphere 
with elements of luxury. It’s blissful Marrakshi 
indulgence.

3
Tiznit

Tiznit is a local favourite hidden in plain sight on the 
corner of Place Jemaa el Fna. The no-frills dining 
means you can focus on what’s really important: the 
rabbit tagine. 

AND  
MARRAKECH

Down and Out in London and Marrakech 
5

Illustrations by Meg Abbott.
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On Sunday we like to jiggle.

ALL THINGS
MARVELLOUS

All Things Marvellous
7

THE ART OF TIME
by 

Byron Houdayer

Leaf-strewn corridors and grey lichen erupting 
from cracked, weather-tormented rock; the ravaged 
majesty of our dining room table; the frayed collar and 
cuffs of my father’s shirts or the worn down wales of 
his trousers - even as a young child visible decay moved 
me deeply.  It was a first encounter with the sense of 
something before, the idea that everything would 
be ground down by time or at least marked by it. My 
imagination was captivated by objects that transcend 
time, like a portable ruin.
 I remember the ivory crazing that framed the 
moon-phase of my father’s slender wristwatch like a 
mud-cracked desert surrounding a puddle. A sense 
of its inner workings won from the exposed gears of 
a mantel clock made for lasting wonder. The precise 
interplay of densely woven, interlocking gears bearing 
witness to the extinguished mastery of an outlived 
assembler awoke a sentimental sense of continuity. 
These perpetually moving entrails, held together 
by gossamer enamel and dull gold, strapped to yet 
another weathered wrist they are likely to outlive. 
Ticking along, wound up by another owners’ rhythmic 
motion, with a few more scratches, a duller sheen.
 It revealed to me the unique collaboration that 
makes the beauty of an object. The corrosive palette 
of this most apathetic of craftsmen: Time, beauty’s 
stoic scribe and greatest ally. Its grinding progress 
and merciless ravage imbue an inanimate object with 
soul. Great craft sees its functionality undiminished 
by time’s abrasive hand and its beauty enhanced. 
The history and ephemerality it conjures, inspire us. 
When it scraggles its patinated mark into our favourite 
lighter it turns it into the canvas for our own Fifty Days 
at Iliam.
 The commitment to time’s slow work bespeak 
worthy qualities. The fray we wear into our favourite 
shirt makes it truly ours. For elegance is to choose, 
to commit, to mend rather than discard. We should 
admire the modest restraint of the ascetic – its 
melancholic discipline reminds us how little we need 
to live. Yet we are quick to fall for the false allure of 
the new, when what brings us happiness is greater 
investment in what we already have. We are seduced by 
the apparent ease to replace rather than repair. Why 
not delight in the small blemish, the patched sleeve 
and other sartorial kintsugi in the way we do in the 
deep grooves that a life of shared laughter has carved 
into a friend’s face.
 It hints at a devotion to a greater idea. Time adds 
the imperfection that makes beauty, this strangeness 
in proportion. It reminds us that nothing lasts, nothing 
is finished and nothing is perfect.
 A furtive glance at the faded dial of my wristwatch 
evokes all of this in transient splendour.

HEAVEN IS A FOREIGN SUPERMARKET  
by 

Samantha Hillman

I can take or leave museums. If you’ve seen one cathedral you’ve seen them all. I find monuments in real life 
deflating, and lack both short legs and attention span to navigate galleries at anyone’s pace but my own. While I do 
scour bookstores for potential foreign husbands, much of my time abroad – and in life - is spent in supermarkets. 
My best friend has a saying: if I’ve been to your house, I’ve raided your bathroom cabinet. The difference between 
us is that she is a model with frustratingly beautiful skin, and I am a vocationally-confused drifter who hoards 
marmalade. I say: if I’ve been to your country, I’ve been in your pantry. I’ve raided your grocery store.
 Foreign ones are particularly erotic to me; a place to discover new products, assess regional font preferences 
and grapple my unrequited love of Denmark. They both exhilarate and soothe me; my nightclub and my church. 
Without sounding like a 9/11 truther, you only need to be let down by the Mona Lisa once to realize the Louvre 
is just an elaborate scam – a decoy from the real national treasure: French grocery stores. You know where you 
won’t find a zillion people pretending to touch the top of a pyramid? Monoprix. You know what you will find? 
Speculoos! Foie gras! Family sized packs of madeleines! All for less than the price of admission.    
 Condiments mean a lot to me, and I live for the thrill of discovering new (and nicely packaged) ones abroad. 
Like a fool, I’ve paid actual money to stare blankly at artwork I could have googled, whereas handsomely packaged 
sardines make me actually shiver. In the clean, calm and bracingly cold aisles of Singaporean marts are jars of 
kaya – the South East Asian approximation of caramel –for the taking. The bottom shelves of Swiss chains boast 
brandless slabs of chocolate apt to rival the fancier stuff anywhere; yours for less than 3 francs! While I need 
to be heavily pep-talked and lightly sedated before entering a Trader Joe’s in Manhattan, the dried pineapple 
(plump and chewy with almost-caramelized frills) is worth the quest. In Sweden, I hoard Daim bars - buttery 
milk chocolate with shards of toffee – and fantasies about hot blonde people buying knekkebrod. In Hong Kong’s 
clinically bright Muji (while not technically a supermarket): powder-soft candy in crisp pouches. I don’t know 
what they are, but I love the way words look in different languages. A reservoir of (what I think is) Iranian mango 
nectar sits proudly on my fridge, forever too pretty to open. 
 And it’s not just condiments to be found in supermarkets, but clues! They’re veritable founts of what I believe 
to be important cultural insights. Not just a place to learn about others, but ourselves. From supermarkets I 
have established new metrics of affluence; I’ll have “made it” when my weekly shop is from Dean and Deluca 
exclusively. Nipping on down to Harrods for milk is my touchstone of glamour.
Who’d have guessed that financially-buoyant Norway has a secret love of frozen pizza?? (Perverts, like me, that’s 
who). In the Spars of culturally-belated Cape Town, early-aughts pop soundtracks imply that South Africa’s 
musical jetlag did not end with the Rodriguez saga. American mega marts are both a sonnet to capitalism and an 
embarrassing display of their culinary affronts. Through their baffling custom of flavouring products with what 
seem like entirely separate and texturally-dependent meals (“lemon meringue pie flavoured yoghurt”??), we 
learn that it is possible to straight-up suck at food. In the freezer section: frozen hamburgers - bun and all!  I was 
disgusted and enthralled. Contrast with LA’s Erewhon -  and its trillion-dollar coconut yoghurt - for a dietary 
cross-section of the USA. Barbadian mini-marts (EMPHASIS on the “mini”) genuflect profoundly towards the 
UK. Imported Cadbury bars in lieu of regional equivalents hint at the lasting power of colonial rule. A few local 
gems: banana (!!) soda and “tutti-frutti”(??) flavoured milk. I bought three packets of MSG because I could.
 Every holiday has a return flight, but you can taste it for a little longer with the right souvenirs.  

It is said that when a little human is born, Life gifts 
it with a friend; a little blue flame that dances around 
the crying baby until it stops, and smiles a toothy grin 
before disappearing into the child’s mind. It seeps 
within the child’s core, explores its heart and soul and 
even the tips of every toe, and every finger, and every 
hair, no matter the number or shape or size. It sees, 
truly sees, what the child is made of, and cackles at the 
prospect of what the little human will witness as soon 
as it opens its eyes once more. 
 You see, growing up, this Oldest friend will be 
the omnipotent artist of the baby’s world. It will make 
characters move up and down a father’s arms as his 
voice narrates their plot, it will turn a mother’s lullaby 
colourful and wondrous and soothing, her voice 
strings of silk that float over the bedrooms walls. It will 
transform a small lego tower into an imposing castle 
and mould fear into wondrous, heroic adventures. It 
will make appear, out of the midst of the rainiest of 
nights, a steed fit for a King, a giant black dragon with 
thunder running through its veins. 
It is only when the little human is grown, that the fate 
of his Oldest friend will be decided, for Life’s gift, 

much like herself, holds not the power of eternity. 
The truth is the little blue flame’s lifeline is unlike 
ours - it does not grow stronger with time, only to 
reach its highest peak and slowly walk back down the 
mountain’s other side. It starts off powerful, spitting 
sparks of spectacular fire and awe as its flame’s desire. 
It breathes a quick burst of wander into our existence, 
relentlessly and incessantly, and with all of its might, 
right before burning out.
 Unless.
 It is said that things come into existence through 
observing, that flowers bloom because of care and 
friendships blossom because of nurture, that kindness 
births kindness and creativity lives and soars when  
it is fed.
 Much like the little blue spark had once smiled a 
toothy grin and changed the little human’s life, the 
grown child must too breathe power of his own back 
into the feeble flame, and ignite, once more, the flames 
of Creativity.

OUR OLDEST FRIEND
by 

Victoria Emma Watson Cheyne

ON PLANT PARENTHOOD
by 

Falcone Geddes

After I left my childhood home to go live abroad, my 
mother started dedicating herself to the garden, which 
had previously been my grandmother’s domain. And 
so it was that the garden in my childhood home came 
back to life, with its bushes of Agave Americana and 
roses, cymbidiums, tulips, lilacs, palms, bamboos and 
a single ginkgo biloba, also known as the maidenhair 
tree. Sometime later I asked my mother what had led 
her to take up this hobby which in my grandmother’s 
day she had regarded with such disdain. She replied 
that since I left home, and my sister before me, her 
maternal instincts had been transferred from her 
children to the plants in the garden.
 I remained puzzled at this response for a long 
time, until I decided to give gardening a go myself. 
I purchased a primula and a kumquat (a small 
citrus-bearing plant) and started going through 
the motions of watering them and ensuring they got 
enough sunlight. I began to purchase closed daffodil 
bulbs from the supermarket and getting immense 
satisfaction from placing them in water and watching 
them gradually open in an explosion of yellow. They 
add a touch of life to my east London flat. But clearly, I 
need to refine my green thumb. I was distraught when 
the primula died and felt responsible for it. I, therefore, 
opted for something more low-maintenance for my next 
botanical purchase: a pair of grafted cacti. The kumquat 
lives on, and watching it grow fills me with the kind of 
satisfaction that my mother was talking about.
 There is something very optimistic about 
gardening. It is a slow process requiring a large amount 
of technical knowledge. There is very little within 
this domain that bears immediate rewards, but going 
through its motions necessitates a certain faith in a 
future you cannot yet see. And plants have something 
special to them. Sure, they add vibrancy to the urban 
spaces we increasingly close ourselves in and allow us 
to personalize and feel more comfortable within these 
spaces. But, more importantly, I have seen even the 
most brutish and insensitive man come close to tears 
at the rare sight of a cactus in full bloom.
 Plants give us a sense of purpose. They give us 
a feeling of responsibility towards another living, 
breathing organism. They require work and frustration 
and are capable of delivering disappointment as well 
as joy. They are great teachers of patience and trust. 
They allow us to connect to something real in a world 
which feels every day more like a digital spectacle.
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Thelma
& Leah

In an artist’s studio-cum-family home off a sunny courtyard in Chelsea, we met with Leah de Wavrin and 
her beautiful baby, Thelma. Surrounded by  floor-to-ceiling bookshelves and family photographs, we 
chatted to Leah about her Sunday rituals, her go-to spots, and her company. Thelma & Leah is the nappy-
cover brand using ethically sourced fabrics and artisanally designed prints inspired by the family’s travels. 
Having just moved back to London after spending time in France, Spain and India, Leah had stories of the 
lessons learnt from a nomadic lifestyle, as well as how important it is for us to leave a positive imprint on our 
planet while teaching our children to do the same. In the theme of this issue, we also touched on her use of 
artisans in the making of her products, and the joy it brings her to see the pride of a maker with their finished  
handmade item. 

Leah wears the Jamal Signature Set from Desmond & Dempsey. 
Thelma wears the Knotty nappy cover by Thelma & Leah.

Thelma & Leah
9
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Tell us a little bit about yourself, who is Leah 
de Wavrin?
I was born in France but I‘ve always had this energy 
towards being British which I think comes from my 
Corsican grandmother, Mina, she adored England.

I was raised in Lille, in France, and went to 
a boarding school in Kent, in the UK, which 
demoralised me (and my poor parents) about 
education and so I called back the agency that had 
spotted me and started my modelling career. I shot off 
to Paris, London and New York at the tender age of 
16. Coming from a small provincial town in the North 
of France it was amazing! I couldn’t believe my luck.

Not to bore you with more details, travelling and 
working as a model opened up this creative side of 
me. Since I was very young I was always into clothes 
and fabrics, but that just put a whole new perspective 
into it. I have always wanted to be in fashion, and 
somehow I’ve managed to do just that. I now live a 
much ‘quieter’ life per se, or not as glitzy as modelling 
was, but I would choose motherhood over anything 
any day of the week. Except maybe Sunday!

How have your Sundays changed since your 
life as a model to your life as a mother?
Fewer hangovers! More cuddles.
 
What are your Sunday rituals?
Cuddles, baths, Bloody Mary or a glass of red wine, 
brunch with friends or stay in bed all day. Long walks 
with dogs, fresh air. Sunbathing, reading the papers. 
Listening to classical music.
 
What is your favourite daily ritual  
with Thelma?
I love giving her a bath, not only because she loves it 
but… It is close to bedtime!
 
Where is home for you? 
Good question. I can relate to the saying ‘’home is 
where the heart is’’. I am constantly travelling but 
I feel most at home in Spain where my boyfriend is 
from, about an hour from Seville. Maybe because he 
has my heart? (Did I just  
say that??).
 
What is never missing from your  
bedside table?
Nappies and wet wipes at the moment!  
A very good book that will take me a year to read and 
some nibbles.
 
What is your go-to Sunday spot in London? 
Petersham Nurseries or I love to get all cosy at a 
friend’s house.
 
What is your best Sunday memory? 
My daughter was born on a Sunday. It doesn’t get 
better than this, does it?
 
What is the smallest thing that makes you  
the happiest? 
Her smile.
 

Do you have any secret hobbies or an 
unexpected passion? 
I love beauty products! I am quite obsessed so you 
won’t be too shocked if one day I come out with my 
own line!

You have spent a lot of time travelling, living 
in France, London, Spain, India… What have 
been the ups and downs of your experience? 
And has it had an impact on what your 
company has become?
I guess there are no downs really from travelling, 
it is all a learning curve. Everything you do while 
travelling will make you a better and stronger person, 
from getting to know local customs, religion,  
history. Of course, the differences can be difficult 
sometimes but I adore travelling and I think one 
should never stop. I guess the one big downer is not 
having a base which makes things a little harder 
especially with a baby.

My company is completely based on my travels, I try 
to only source fabrics from the place I am or I have 
been, local fabrics or vintage, mainly handmade 
with as much organic as I can. It is our duty to leave 
a positive imprint on our children by showing the 
right example. I always thought if I am going to 
make clothes it will have to be something that will 
either help communities or be helping the earth not 
destroying it. I try to use small makers, artisans and 
charities for everything I do.
 
What have you learnt from your travels? Has 
it changed your outlook on life at all?
I have learnt so much but it is hard to put it on paper, 
travelling teaches you life lessons but  in a subtle 
way. I learn from the people I meet, it makes me more 
patient and understanding at home.

What inspired you to start your company, 
Thelma & Leah?
My daughter of course… I started a company of 
jumpsuits called LDW before she was born and 
dropped it to start T&L as soon as she was born. I will 
eventually merge the two into one. 

What interests you in working with artisans?
There is nothing more beautiful than the pride in the 
artisan’s eyes in their work. I love their passion and 
share it with them.

All your products are sustainably and ethically 
produced. Why is sustainability so important 
to you?
I think that it should be important to all of us, and I 
really believe people are starting to care more and 
more. It’s amazing. Fashion is really moving forward 
in a positive way. 

Thelma & Leah
11
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Laila
Laila Gohar is the food designer creating unique culinary experiences using food as her artistic medium, 
and international culture and design as her canvas. Brought up in Egypt by a family passionate about food 
and the convivial spirit it inspires, her kitchen is filled with an eclectic mix of kitchenware and bowls of 
dried figs, lemons and limes cover the work surfaces. Her vibrantly coloured New York apartment filled with 
paintings, photography and ceramics were a hint at a life spent travelling, and before long it became clear 
that we had found in her a person whose Sunday memories played a central role in her creative output. It is 
no wonder she began her career as founder of Sunday Supper, the former catering company created through 
a love of spontaneous dinner parties. Laila also confesses that she rarely has a plan, and her spontaneous 
attitude towards work and life has us dying to know what she will get up to next.

Laila
13
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Laila
15

PREVIOUS PAGE
Laila wears the Medina Cami and Wide Leg Trousers from Desmond & Dempsey’s Le Jardin Collection.

LEFT
Laila wears The Gingham Long Set from Desmond & Dempsey.Photography by Georgia Hilmer

Describe yourself in 3 words...
Spontaneous, hungry, moody.

Can you make a list of your ideal Sunday 
essentials?
Greek PJ pants I stole from my husband, coffee, good 
bread, a playlist. 

What is your ultimate indulgence at the end 
of a busy day?
A massage at a place I go to in Chinatown. 

What are your go-to Sunday spots in  
New York?
I pick up some charcuterie at Di Palo, an Italian 
grocer by my house. And wine at an amazing natural 
wine shop under my building called Wine Therapy. 
Maybe (if it’s a good week) I’ll have time to pick up 
oysters at the market. 

What role does food play in your Sunday 
memories?
The biggest role. My parents would often have dinner 
parties. Except in Egypt the weekend is Friday and 
Saturday so Sunday there is like Monday here. They’d 
have big dinner parties in our garden. We’d also go to 
the weekly market on weekend mornings with my dad. 

What is your favourite corner of your home?
My bed. Or my corner on the sofa. 

What are 4 things that you truly love? 
Coconut water 
Oysters 
The sun 
Bread 

Laila, what do you miss the most about Egypt 
that you don’t have in New York?  
My family. Fruit juice shops everywhere. The bread. 
How life is slower...

And what is your ideal getaway destination?
I’d like to sail on the Turkish coast this summer. 

Tell us what is on your bucket list...
I’ve never thought about this, I’m not a big planner. 
I just have new ideas and things I’d like to do every 
day...

What is the best thing about your job?
That no two days are ever the same. 

What’s next?
Lots of exciting things! Expanding my business and 
moving into a new studio. 

What would your dream brief by a client be?
That I can do whatever I want and that there is an 
unlimited budget. 
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Marrakshi

Marrakshi Life
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Life
On the outskirts of Marrakech, is where you will find the atelier of former New York fashion photographer 
Randall Bachner. A few years ago Randall escaped the Big Apple in search of a slower lifestyle, and that is what 
he found in Marrakech, where he founded his clothing brand Marrakshi Life, with comfort and craftsmanship 
in mind. With an appreciation for traditional Moroccan weaving practices, and a desire to use this craft to 
take the country’s sartorial history a step forward, the skilled and smiling weavers of the Marrakshi Life 
studio spend their days using ancient techniques to create comfortable clothing with an urban twist. The 
communal atmosphere and family feel make it clear that collaboration is at the centre of Marrakshi Life. We 
chatted with Randall about what he gets up to on his Marrakshi Sundays, the difference between life in Africa 
and in New York, and about his collaboration with Desmond & Dempsey. 



What is your favourite way to spend a Sunday 
in Marrakech?
Sunday is home improvement day. I like to work on 
projects that make my home more comfortable. 

Tell us about some of your favourite places to 
go on Sundays in New York and in Marrakech.
In Marrakech, I like to go to Bab Khelmis, the flea 
market, and in New York, Bagels Lox and Herring ice 
cream from Zabars is a must.

What is your favourite place to escape to?
Miami, without a doubt.

What kind of music do you listen to on  
a Sundays?
Reggae.

How do you unwind?
Negroni by 8 pm and a good dance off with my 
Australian friend, Cassie.

What is never missing from your  
bedside table?
A Dyptique candle and a magazine.

What is your latest hobby?
Cooking!

What is the creative community in  
Marrakech like?
Diverse, international and supportive.

Can you define the Moroccan soul?
Patient.

What do you value about artisanship and 
traditional processes?
The history and the knowledge of the artisan in 
regards to how they achieve and finish a piece.

What is your favourite part of your atelier?
The colour library yarns… Every day when I arrive at 
the atelier I am amazed by the dedication of the team 
and what they have built together and accomplished. 

What made you leave New York for 
Marrakech?
A much-needed lifestyle change and the opportunity 
to work with weavers. Playing with ideas for textiles, 
having a project with meaning, and enriching the 
soul. 

What does Morocco smell like to you?
Spicey.

What is the collaboration with D&D  
all about?
This collaboration is about our shared commitment 
to pyjama living, to comfortable clothes for inside or 
out, for our love of stripes, and for the chance to share 
this vision of the robe together.

We can all guess how the rhythm of life in 
Africa differs from that in New York, but how 
does this difference really speak to you and 
affect your life?
The convenience and time it takes to get things done. 
New York is the most convenient city in the world 
where you can get anything you want in a matter of 
minutes with so many possibilities. Living in Africa 
you must be flexible, inventive and resourceful as 
your options are few.

Tunics, robes, overalls… comfort seems like a 
central element of your brand. 
Why is this important to you? 
It’s all about comfort, clothes that you don’t feel 
restrained in… I believe in a casual lifestyle. 

Lastly, what is your ultimate comfort 
indulgence?
Shopping for candles, soaps and perfumes from 
Aedes. Beautiful smells are the ultimate indulgence 
for me. 

Marrakshi Life
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Randall wears an Editions of 104 robe in green from the Marrakshi Life x D&D collaboration.
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Let your mind and your pencil wander, and see where they take you... 
Remember to give us a glimpse of your creation on Instagram  

by tagging @desmondanddempsey for the chance to win a set of D&Ds!



On the island of Ibiza, through a garden of citrus trees and vines of every type of jasmine, we made our way 
to the secluded home and studio of Argentinian artist, Grillo Demo. Grillo first arrived on Ibiza in the late 
70’s and it is here that he has stayed through the ups and downs of the following decades, enraptured by the 
natural beauty of the island’s landscape, and the kindness of its locals. We spoke in the shade of his colourful 
patio filled with artwork and listened to his stories as he showed us around the cabinet of curiosities that is 
his home. He shared with us his passions for painting and gardening, which he marries in his work through 
his signature symbol of the falling jasmine. He also told tales of evenings spent with dear old friends, how he 
lives in a perpetual Sunday state of mind and he inspired us to see beauty in all that surrounds us...

Grillo’s
Ibiza

Grillo’s Ibiza
23
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Hi Grillo, what do you most look forward to 
on Sundays? 
I look forward to disconnecting from reality…

What is your usual Sunday plan?
No plan is my usual Sunday plan! Of course, my 
Sunday priority is staying in bed surrounded by 
books and my own self-made room service… Then 
comes gardening, painting and beaching!

What is your ultimate indulgence?
I like to spend as much time as I need talking on the 
phone with my dear friends who are always far away.

Tell us your Sunday 
state of mind in 3 
words…
Anything is possible! 

What is a scent, a 
sound and an object 
that you associate with 
Sunday memories?
The beautiful scent of 
my garden, the sound 
of chickens and sheep’s 
bells from the countryside 
outside my window, and my 
super cosy XVIIIth century 
Ibicenco bed.

What is the smallest 
thing that you love  
the most?
The smallest thing I love 
the most is a jasmine 
flower. (See previous page 
for illustration)

What are your go-to Sunday spots in Ibiza? 
And in Argentina?
Usually, I don’t like to leave the house on Sundays, 
but when I do, I go to a secret little beach in Ibiza, or 
to the flea market if I’m in Argentina.

You travel a lot…  
What was your most recent adventure, and 
what will be your next?
My most recent adventure was spending a lot  
of quality time with my mum and dad in Argentina. 
I’m very lucky to have them, so I go back to them as 
often as I can… That will be my next adventure too. 

When did you first come to Ibiza and what 
made you stay?
I arrived in Ibiza in February 1978 for the almond 
blossom season and I was trapped by the amazing 
beauty of the island and the people in those days.

When did you start painting? How does 
painting make you feel?
As a child, I did not play much. I was always 
dreaming, drawing and painting, as far back as I can 
remember. Painting makes me forget, puts my ego to 
sleep, and that makes me feel very good. That and my 
other passion of gardening are the only times when I 
stop thinking. 

Where does your love for Jasmine flowers 
come from?
My love for jasmine comes from planting a lot of them, 
seeing them grow, blooming and then seeing them  

fall every time I look into 
the garden.

Tell us about your 
“outdoor rooms”...
I like the idea of an outdoor 
life between the house 
and the garden, as I don’t 
go out much. All my 
favourite things sharing 
a voluptuous sensation, 
my daybeds, flowers, 
paintings, candles, IDLE 
LIFE, music...

Why is your home 
called Villa Favorita? It 
has such an inviting and 
happy name.
My home being called Villa 
Favorita started as a joke 
from a friend, and then all 
my friends started to call 
it that because it was their 

favourite place to visit when in Ibiza.

What is your greatest Sunday memory?
Maybe one of those many lucky and beautiful days 
sailing towards the sunset behind the magic rocks of 
Es Vedra, dancing and laughing with loving friends. 

What is beauty to you? And freedom?
I like to think like Stendhal who said that “beauty 
was the promise of happiness”, and for me, it’s an 
anaesthetic which makes reality more bearable. 
Freedom is painting and gardening.

Grillo’s Ibiza
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Grillo wears the Cotton/Linen Blend Pyjama shirt in blue from Desmond & Dempsey.
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Meet the
Kennedys

The Kennedy’s home is an unconventional space in Lower Clapton where they greeted us at the door, with 
Huxley the Great Dane in tow. With rusty pink walls of bare plaster, the house is kept to the essentials: a 
plant-filled corner with a mix of wooden toys for their one-year-old daughter Clover, a big bed for Huxley, 
a redwood table handcrafted by James and his father, decorated with a little bunch of ranunculus. Florence 
and James Kennedy are makers by choice. After leaving their previous, more conventional jobs, they chose 
to go full time doing what they are most passionate about, flowers and bikes. Together they founded Petalon, 
a flower delivery service bringing bouquets to your door on bikes designed and constructed by James. As 
they showed us around their home and sunny roof garden we discussed weekend plans, outdoor adventures, 
flower shows, and the literary festivals.

Meet the Kennedys
27



James wears the Jamal print Collared Shirt and Florence wears the Long Series Majorelle print,  
both from Desmond & Dempsey’s Le Jardin Collection. 
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Where can we find you on a  
typical Sunday?
On the Hackney Marshes walking the dog, or on 
Chatsworth Road eating great food.
 
What is your favourite ritual?
Coffee in bed with Clover. I will get the coffee, 
Florence will get the baby.
 
What is freedom to you?
Being able to organise our time the way that we want.
 
What are your favourite places in London?
Campania and Jones just off Columbia Road.
Columbia Road itself!
Allpress in Dalston
The City, on a bike, on the weekend
 
Can you recommend a show you would enjoy 
on a Sunday?
Death in Paradise!
 
James, what is something that will always 
cheer Florence up?
Brunch – We usually like to get more than one thing 
each, with a mixture of sweet and savoury… We would 
hate to feel we had missed out.
 
Florence, what is a secret passion of James’?
Death in Paradise.
 
What makes you a team?
Rather cheesily, our weaknesses and strengths 
complement each other pretty perfectly. We got lucky 
with that one!
 
What is the best thing about working 
together? And what is the most challenging?
The best thing is our complementary strengths and 
the ability to spend all week with the person you love. 
The most challenging thing is also spending all week 
with the person you love.
 
Florence, what do you like most about 
working with flowers? How do flowers make 
you feel? 
I’m always apprehensive and eager to start an 
arrangement. Sometimes the flowers are so beautiful 
it’s a lot of pressure to make them look their best, 
to pair them with other flowers in a way that makes 
everything sing. But there’s not a week in the 
workshop that one of us isn’t swooning over a new 
variety or some old favourite is back in season.
 
James, what got you interested in bikes and 
cycling? And what is it about them that you 
are most fascinated by?
I cycled in London originally as a practical choice. 
I didn’t have any money, loved to exercise and so it 
was the natural decision. Then as I got more and 
more into the upkeep of my own bike I progressed 
on to putting stuff together from scratch. It built 
from there and suddenly I was in a position where I 
thought I could get paid to do something I was doing 
in my spare time anyway. Since then I’ve tried to keep 
learning, adding new skills and going further and 
further up the process of where a bicycle comes from.
 

What is it about having a job which is so 
hands-on that gives you the most satisfaction?
Working standing up is something we both love. A 
day of work feels like a physical exertion and that’s  
a really satisfying thing. We’re also both lucky 
enough to leave a day of work having created things 
that didn’t exist beforehand. That’s not something 
everyone gets to do.
 
What is the best thing about having your own 
businesses and following your own schedules?
That we get to follow our own schedule! The work 
doesn’t go anywhere but you can often move it. That 
means if you want to disappear to Cornwall for a week 
at short notice you can usually make it work.
 
How do you balance work and home life with 
your daughter, Clover? What is it like bringing 
her along to your workshops?
We try not to work with her where possible. We’d 
rather the time we spend with her is time well spent 
with her, and the time spent working is primarily 
exactly that. That way we don’t do a bad job of either. 
We share the childcare and she spends some time at 
nursery, but inevitably she ends up spending some 
time surrounded by flowers and bike parts!
 
How have your Sundays changed since Clover 
arrived in your life?
They start a lot earlier...
 
What is your favourite way to unwind after a 
busy day?
With all 4 of us snuggled up next to the fire watching 
a film on our projector.
 
What do you associate with a good quality  
of life?
Making your own decisions. Having power over your 
own fate. Living deliberately.
 
 
 

 
 
 

Meet the Kennedys
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Eggs à la Kamal
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The most loved restaurants are those that serve delicious food together within a sensorial experience, making us 
want to linger and feel as though we are never quite ready to ask for the bill. Kamal Laftimi, the man responsible 
for many of Marrakech’s coolest restaurants is a bonafide foodie but confesses that he would rather eat out than 
cook for himself. Perhaps this is why his restaurants that have quickly become the city’s favourite hangout spots 
possess such a laid-back luxury, uniting artisanal craftsmanship with contemporary touches. Le Café des Epices, 
Nomad, and Le Jardin all have hidden terraces and cosy nooks, ideal spots for sipping avocado and cinnamon 
smoothies, a Laftimi speciality that he insisted we try. Although like many Marrakshi he likes to escape the city 
heat on weekends, we were lucky enough to have him as our Sunday play-date who showed us some of the city’s 
delicious secrets. Whisking us off on the back of his Vespa, we cruised through the sleepy streets to Gueliz, 
passing up the colonial landmark, Grand Café de la Poste, for a streetside shack called Café Outmane. Here, 
warm batbout (chewy soft-pita bread) is served on brightly coloured plastic tables with an array of honey, olive 
oil, and amlou: a devilish spread made from almonds and argan oil. Fruit smoothies accompany hearty eggs 
mixed with khlii, a type of dried meat whose fat adds richness and flavour that would put any Full English to 
shame. Even the aluminium plates at Chez Outmane were cupped in handwoven baskets, another subtle detail 
proving that the region’s artisanal bloodline seeps through into every corner of daily life. Laftimi has kept this 
traditional Moroccan aesthetic alive and centre stage in his restaurants, while effortlessly adding a contemporary 
edge. We know he has some exciting creative projects in the oven and can’t wait to return to discover some more 
of Marrakech’s best-kept secrets together.

NOMAD, 1 Derb Aarjan,  
Rahba Lakdima,  

Marrakech 40000, Morocco
+212 5243-81609

LEFT
Kamal Laftimi and the delicious khlii eggs he introduced us to at Chez Outmane.

Words by
Hedy Mowinckel

EGGS Á LA KAMAL

RECIPE

While you plan your trip to Morocco for your own 
authentic Khlii eggs experience, why not try an 

avocado, date and cinnamon smoothie inspired by the 
one we enjoyed at Nomad?

Ingredients:

½ A banana, fresh or frozen
1 cup of coconut or nut milk

2 pitted medjool dates
½ a large avocado

1 tsp of vanilla extract

Optional:
A few cubes of ice (if you would like it colder)

Instructions:
Place all ingredients in the blender.

Process until creamy smooth. 
Serve in a tall glass, and enjoy!
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“I promise to never drink again.” Have you ever found 
yourself uttering these very words, whilst desperately 
clinging onto a glass of tepid water, reaching for the 
paracetamol, and having hazy flashbacks from the 
night before? If so, it is likely you are familiar with 
the horrors of a hangover. After a busy week, there 
are few better ways to set your worries aside than 
spending a night on the town; but Saturday Night 
Fever can often turn into a Sunday Morning Flu. 
In The Hangover Column, two seasoned veterans 
in this Sunday morning struggle reveal what helps 
them get through these hard times, and offer a little 
advice on what you can do to make the day slightly  
more enjoyable.

ALEX EVANS is the man behind Hackney’s 
favourite basement bar, Behind This Wall. Serving 
artfully made drinks of seasonal ingredients and 
boasting an impressive record collection, a night in 
BTW promises to be a memorable one. At the end of 
a long night, Alex often finds himself cradling a well-
deserved drink and cracking on into the early hours. 
Safe to say he is familiar with the woes of a Sunday 
morning, but for him, it’s always worth it.

HALEY NAHMAN is Man Repeller’s devas-tatingly 
funny Digital Editor, with a quick wit and an enviably 
individual sense of style. Having tested out many  
a cure herself, Haley knows a hangover and knows 
how to avoid one… or at least how to dull the 
discomfort a little bit. From Brooklyn bars to bed 
with an Advil, Haley gives us the ins and outs of her 
hangover journey.
 

The Hangover Column
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HALEY

What have you usually been doing the night 

before a hangover?

Working! I’d like to paint a more decadent picture 

but the bar is probably central to any next-day tax I 

incur these days. We’re a close-knit group up here so 

a good night at the bar can easily turn into nursing 

strong drinks and idle chatter into the silly hours or, 

send us all out into the shrouded night seeking louder 

music or Turkish food (normally the latter).

Are the drunken Saturday nights w
orth the 

painful Sunday mornings? 

Generally and reluctantly: yes. I think you are only 

drawn to this kind of business if you have a long-

embedded affinity for the night, that can lead you 

down some wayward rabbit holes but it w
ill always 

keep you coming back. Buy the ticket, take the ride.

What are your hangover remedies?

Breakfast. Going out for breakfast is one of the 

greatest luxuries I can think of; cooking breakfast 

(if you have everything set and available) can be just 

as rewarding. This focused energy on a basic need to 

luxuriate tends to divert my attention from the pain in 

my head. After breakfast, who knows? I melt.

What is y
our favourite movie or show to 

watch whilst s
uffering from a hangover? 

Something escapist. Childhood favourites can be too 

achingly nostalgic so, recently, I’ve enjoyed the new 

Star Wars films for flirting with youthful bliss but also 

offering something new. Any series you’re deep into 

is also ideal, although starting one from scratch can 

unhinge you. Netflix is a minefield best avoided. 

What is o
n the menu? 

Radio, records; eggs and coffee. Sometimes bacon is 

essential, other times it can be overbearing. A green 

chilli is
 like wet kipper to the face; I always have some 

pickling in a jar. My favourite thing to cook at the 

moment is a masala omelette with spring onion,  

chilli, c
oriander and turmeric. I was in India over  

New Year and this soothes over any complications like 

silk stockings.

ALEX

What have you usually been doing the night 

before a hangover?

I was probably at a dive bar in Brooklyn, possibly 

sitting in a booth discussing decades-old anxieties, 

possibly dancing in the back, more than likely out a 

little later than I wanted to be.

 
Are the drunken Saturday nights worth the 

painful Sunday mornings? 

Almost certainly not. Only on the rare occasion has 

it felt worth it. Even then – I’d have probably taken it 

back if I could. My hangovers are that bad. I’ve been 

known to shed tears and/or emotionally spiral from 

particularly horrible ones.

 
What are your hangover remedies? 

I haven’t had a really bad hangover in a while! Either 

because I’m fairly boring now or because I’ve gotten a 

little smarter about my pace. Maybe those two things 

are the same? Either way – my remedy these days is 

guzzling water, swallowing Advil and taking a shower 

before I go to sleep (that’s preventative!), then doing 

the same in the morning, add snacks. 

 
What is your favourite movie or show to 

watch whilst suffering from a hangover? 

Chef ’s Table on Netflix or Peaceful Cuisine on 

Youtube. Basically, anything involving food and nice 

camera work. 
What is on the menu? 

Eggs on toast, a granny smith apple, Thai food, 

cookie dough ice cream (in that order).

 
What is definitely off the menu?

Vegetables or alcohol of ANY kind.

 
Bed or Sofa?

Both! 
What is your go-to hangover outfit? 

Cropped grey sweatpants and an oversized white 

T-shirt. Add Converse and a grey crewneck 

sweatshirt if I need to venture outside. Big comfy 

scarf no matter what.

 
What is the hardest thing you can think of 

doing with a hangover? 

Writing a research piece about climate change or a 

personal essay about my relationship with my cat. Two 

important things I’d rather write fresh.

 
What do your hungover conversations 

generally consist of? And who are they  

usually with? 
My hungover conversations usually centre around 

ordering Thai food and quoting shoddy research 

about women getting worse hangovers than men – 

both expressed to whoever is in my vicinity, most 

likely my boyfriend. Alternatively, I’ll whine to my 

sister – she gets the same exact hangovers as me and 

is always quick with the empathy and suggestion that 

I get back in bed and order more food, just to be safe. 

She’s the best.

What is definitely off the menu?
Radio 4 ‘comedy’, any form of scripted panel show, 
setting overly ambitious goals for the day, bad 
supermarket sausages, attempting an ill-planned 
last ditch roast dinner, calling home to try and make 
yourself feel better before you’ve uttered a word 
for the day, phone scrolling, trying to start a new 
regimen (yoga, reading, gym, running, meditation etc 
etc etc)

Bed or Sofa?
Sofa eventually but bed for as long as is possible (until 
the aforementioned need for breakfast pulls you up). 

What is your go-to hangover outfit?
Dress shirt, pressed trousers, polished shoes. I like to 
feel crisp.

What is the hardest thing you can think of 
doing with a hangover?
Breaking up with someone.

What do your hungover conversations 
generally consist of? And who are they  
usually with?
Random musings; what are we going to eat? Am I 
making sense? What are we going to watch? What are 
we going to eat? With myself, my girlfriend or my cat. 
Whoever is more willing to tolerate me.
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MATCH MAKER

HELMET - SCOOTER

NEEDLE - THREAD

SECATEURS - PLANT

WINE BOTTLE - CORK

PICNIC BASKET - CHEESE
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beach
camel
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morocco
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travel
wanderlust
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WORD SEARCH MAZE

SUDUKO

MATCH MAKER

LINK THE IMAGES ON THE LEFT TO THOSE ON THE RIGHT TO CREATE A SUNDAY ACTIVITY.
EXAMPLE: CUP + KETTLE = TREAT YOURSELF TO SOME TEA!

DOT TO DOT

STRAWBERRY   

   

  

 

WORD STEP

COLD - CORD - CARD -  WARD -  WARM

COLD -  CORD - CORM - WORM -  WARM

COLD - WOLD -  WORD -  WARD -  WARM  

     

ACROSS

1. A go-to spot for a pint

3. To walk in a leisurely, aimsless way

7.  A city often mistaken for the capital of Morocco

9. A mountain range

10.  To travel to an unfamiliar area

11.  When gardening, you tend your...

12.  The setting of a classic Humphrey Bogart film

14.  A famous garden of Marrakech

15.  A traditional Moroccan dish

DOWN

2. Too late for breakfast, too early for lunch

4. A type of North African semolina made from durum wheat

5. An iconic designer who spent many years in Marrakech (2 words)

6. Interlacing thread to create a fabric

8. A delicious spice to add to smoothies

13. An activity done regularly in one’s free time for pleasure
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SUDOKU WORD SEARCH

Sun-Day Fun Day
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CROSSWORD

1. PUB

2. BRUNCH

3. WANDER

4. COUSCOUS

5. SAINT LAURENT

6. WEAVE

7. MARRAKECH

8. CINNAMON

9. ATLAS

10. EXPLORE

11. PLANTS

12. CASABLANCA

13. HOBBY

14. MAJORELLE

15. TAGINE
CROSSWORD WORD STEP

NAUGHTS & CROSSES

DOT TO DOT
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‘TWO VASES IN LOVE’
by Oscar Piccolo

There were once two 
beautiful vases living on a 
windowsill. They enjoyed 
each other’s company  
very much.

And oh, boy would they 
kiss until the sun had set 
and their shadows faded.

They spent their time 
laughing, playing, talking, 
and getting to know each 
other.

Unfortunately, Michele 
– the established interior 
designer – decided it was 
time to move things 
around.

As the days passed they 
became closer and closer, 
until they realised they 
were soulmates.

He places the vases in the 
darkest corner of a room 
where the sun couldn’t 
reach them and no lamps 
were lit.

Every day they eagerly 
waited for the Sun to rise 
and their shadows to kiss.

The vases deeply loved 
each other, but they never 
kissed again.
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